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Eric Fleischauer and Jason Lazarus’s collaborated film twohundredfiftysixcolors had its first 
screenings at Chicago’s Gene Siskel Film Center. Fleischauer and Lazarus are Chicago-based 
artists, educators, and curators. And demonstrating the Chicago art community’s interest in 
them, the two screenings were both sold out.

This film consists of thousands of GIF image files that had been collected by the artists for about 
two years. The found GIF images, each of which is only 2-3 seconds at the longest, have been 
made into a 97-minute-long silent movie. Along with JPG, GIF is the most widely used graphic 
file format since its development in 1987. The “256” in the film’s title refers to the maximum 
number of colors supported by the GIF format. The two artists saw GIF as the “zeitgeist 
medium,” and began to “archive” GIF images—found on the Internet, created and/or donated 
by others.

That these artists made a feature film out of found GIF files is meaningful in several ways. Art 
historically, their use of GIF images as readymades is noteworthy as it continues the conceptual 
art tradition of Marcel Duchamp. Chicago Sun-Times proclaimed, for example, “Lazarus rises to 
the top of the conceptual art scene” in a recent interview article. Lazarus is currently having a 
solo show at the Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago, where one of the particularly 
interesting works is Untitled. Lazarus installed a piano there and asked Anthony Zediker to 
come to the museum every day during the exhibition to practice Chopin’s Nocturne F Minor Op. 
55 No. 1, which the young pianist had never played before. Thus the entire process of his 
learning of the piece is directly “exhibited” and experienced in the museum. 



In twohundredfiftysixcolors, Fleischauer and Lazarus compiled the collected GIF images 
according to the contents and the styles. Thus “organized,” the images in the film help us begin 
to see how GIF has evolved and how it reflects our (internet) culture. In the beginning of the 
film, for example, dozens of different animated graphics that indicate “loading” on the Internet 
appear in a row. We computer users face “loading” graphic messages several times daily, but 
the film amazes the audience with how various, how inventive, or how silly “loading” designs 
can be. The film provides such a pleasure of discovery. People burst out sighs (expressions of 
the instant impatience that we all know when faced with a “loading” screen) and laughs here 
and there in the audience.

Of the thousands of GIF images contained in the film, some prominent themes are sex, politics, 
and pop culture. Playful and sarcastic images of politicians, celebrities, animals, food, and 
defecation, as well as pornographies stand out in terms of the number and content. Quite 
offensive, sexist and racist jokes appear too, reflecting a part of our culture.

These contents pass by speedily and it can be a bit tiring to watch this film as it draws you into 
focusing on every image and every movement for one and a half hours. But it is as entertaining 
as commercial movies. Each GIF used is funny and they have been edited in ways to exude and 
highlight humor. This film has a significant value not just as a work of art, but sooner or later it 
shall become an important social, cultural, and historical record.


